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Necessary Condition Analysis (NCA) with R (version 2.0, May 18, 2016) 

A quick start guide 

 

Jan Dul 

Erasmus University Rotterdam (EUR) – Rotterdam School of Management 

 

Abstract 

Necessary Condition Analysis (NCA) is a new approach and data analysis technique to 

identify necessary conditions in datasets. It can complement traditional regression based data 

analysis as well as methods like QCA (see then NCA website www.erim.nl/nca and Appendix 

1 for a short introduction to NCA). This guide helps a novice user without knowledge of R or 

NCA to install the free R and NCA software on the user’s computer and to perform an NCA 

analysis within 15 minutes. The main instructions are:  

I. Install R 

II. Install NCA 

III. Load data 

IV. Run NCA.  

Details of the method can be found in Dul, J. (2016) Necessary Condition Analysis (NCA). 

Logic and Methodology of 'Necessary but not Sufficient' causality. Organizational Research 

Methods 19(1), 10-52 (http://orm.sagepub.com/content/19/1/10).  

 

 

I. Install R 

 

1. What is R? 

R is an open source programming language that is increasingly used for data analysis in 

different scientific fields, including the social sciences. It contains many statistical, 

mathematical and graphical functions that are also part of commercial statistical software such 

as SPSS and SAS. Additionally, R can run specific user-defined functions (“packages”). One 

such package is NCA. Only some basic knowledge about R (presented in this guide) is needed 

to run NCA with R. This guide is intended to help a novice user without knowledge of R or 

NCA to perform an NCA analysis with R within 15 minutes.  

 

2. How can I install R? 

R can be installed (downloaded) on your computer from http://cran.r-project.org/, which is the 

central R-website. You need to have administration rights on your computer to install this 

software. The version of R that you must download depends on the platform of your 

computer: Windows or OS X (Mac). There is also a version for Linux.  

For Windows users: 

 Go to http://cran.r-project.org/bin/windows/base/ 

 Download "R x.y.z for Windows", where x,y,z, is the latest version number. 

 Open the downloaded file and follow the instructions (accept all defaults). 

For OS X (Mac) users: 

 Go to http://cran.r-project.org/bin/macosx/ 

 Download the correct version for your OS X. 

 Open the downloaded file and follow the instructions (accept all defaults). 

Additionally we recommend to install RStudio, which is a user-friendly environment from 

which you can work with R. There are RStudio versions for Windows, OS X and Linux. 

brought to you by COREView metadata, citation and similar papers at core.ac.uk

provided by Erasmus University Digital Repository

https://core.ac.uk/display/43302853?utm_source=pdf&utm_medium=banner&utm_campaign=pdf-decoration-v1
http://orm.sagepub.com/content/19/1/10
http://cran.r-project.org/
http://cran.r-project.org/bin/windows/base/
http://cran.r-project.org/bin/macosx/
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For Windows users: 

 Go to https://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/ 

 Download the appropriate version of RStudio Desktop for your platform (Windows, 

OS X, Linux). 

 Follow the instructions (accept all defaults). 

 

3. How can I start R? 

R can be started in two ways: by opening R’s interface (RGui), 

 

RGui: 

Click on the R shortcut on the desktop will give you R’s graphical user interface (RGui).  

 

Opening R with RGui screen (console) 

 
 

 

RGui opens with the window called “R console”. Here you can find some basic information 

about R. In the R console you can type instructions after the ">" prompt
1
. Each instruction 

must be followed by <enter>. In this guide the instructions for R are shown in courier font 

(“typewriter characters”). These instructions can be typed (or copy-paste) after the prompt in 

the console. Numerical output of NCA will be displayed in the console. Graphical output of 

NCA will be displayed in new windows that open in the RGui screen.  

 

RStudio: 

Go to the folder RStudio in the program files, open this folder, and click on the RStudio 

executable file. This will open the RStudio screen.  

  

                                                             
1 For certain instructions you can also use the pull down menu at the top of the RGui page. In this guide for some 

instructions the alternative menu instructions are provided in footnotes.  Menu instructions are printed in calibri 
font and successive steps are connected by an arrow “”.       

https://www.rstudio.com/products/rstudio/download/
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Opening of R with RStudio (console on the left and two other windows on the right) 

 
 

RStudio opens with three windows. On the left is the console (as in RGui) and on the right are 

two other windows. The upper right window contains tabs with Environment and History, and 

the lower right window contains tabs with Files, Plots, Packages, Help, and Viewer. The Help 

tab displays the manuals for the packages that are installed on your computer, including the 

manual for NCA. This manual provides details of all instructions and options that can be used 

in the NCA package. The Files tab shows the folder structure on your computer. For the 

purpose of this quick start guide we primarily use the Plot tab in the lower-right window that 

displays plots produced by NCA. Further information about RStudio can be found on internet.  

 

Click on the Plot tab in the lower right window. In the remainder of this guide this window 

will be called called “plots window”. Numerical output of NCA will be printed in the console. 

Just like for the console in RGui, in RStudio’s console you can type instructions after the ">" 

prompt.  

 

4. How can I set my “working directory”? 

The “working directory” is a folder on your computer where (by default) R searches your data 

and stores output file(s). You can check your current working directory by typing: 

getwd() 

 

You can change your working directory by typing: 

setwd("...\\MyWorkingDirectory") 

In this example the working directory is named “MyWorkingDirectory” but you can use any 

name for the working directory folder. Note that R uses "\\" in the directory tree. Alternatively 

you can use the forward slash “/”, but not one backward slash “\”. 

You can use the Files tab of the lower-right window of RStudio to select the working 

directory. Tick the square next to the folder that you want to select as working directory, 

select “More”, and then “Set as Working Directory”.  
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The working directory needs to be specified in R each time that you start R. 

  

II. Install NCA 
 

5. What is NCA software?  

NCA is a free package for R. The reference to the NCA software is: 

Dul, J. 2016. Necessary Condition Analysis. R Package Version 2.0. URL: http://cran.r-

project.org/package=NCA. 

 

6. How can I install NCA for R?  

In the console after the prompt (“>”) you can type the following instruction: 

install.packages("NCA", dependencies = TRUE)  

Select the location nearest to you.
2
  

This will install package NCA and all other R packages ("dependencies") that are used by 

NCA on your computer. 

 

7. How can I install new versions of NCA? 

A new version of NCA and of other installed packages can be obtained by: 

update.packages() 

 

8. How can I load NCA?  

After the NCA package is installed on your computer, it must be loaded (activated) in R 

(NCA must be loaded each time you start R): 

library(NCA) 

Some basic information about NCA is displayed in the console. 

 

 

III. Load data 

 

9. How can I load the example dataset? 

                                                             
2 Alternatively NCA can be installed by using the file “NCA_x.y.z.tar.gz”, where x,y,z, is a version number . 

This file contains the NCA software to be copied to your computer. Then you can install the package from this 

file by typing (or copy-paste) the following instructions (note that in the final instruction (…\\ ) is the path to the 

NCA_x.y.z.tar.gz file on your computer, which must be specified by you; also note that R uses “\\”or "/" in the 
directory tree):  

install.packages("gplots") 

install.packages("quantreg") 

install.packages("sfa")  

install.packages("KernSmooth") 

install.packages("…\\NCA_x.y.z.tar.gz", repos=NULL, type="source") 

Note that R cannot handle too long path names when installing the package this way; Then R needs to be re-

installed on your computer closer to the root. 
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NCA comes with an example dataset of N= 28 countries with two independent variables or 

conditions (x1= Individualism, x2=Risk taking) and one dependent variable or outcome. 

(y=Innovation performance). You can load (activate) the example data in your R session as 

follows: 

data(nca.example) 

You can rename the data as “data”.  

data <- nca.example 

After this instruction the example data is a data object known as “data”. 

The data are shown on the screen in the console by typing the data name: 

data 

The first column on the screen contains the row names of cases: in this example “countries”. 

The first row on the screen is the header, which contains the names of the variables. There are 

three data columns: the first two data columns are the two independent variables, and the last 

column is the dependent variable.  

By using the upper arrow on the keyboard you can get back previous instructions that you 

typed.  

 

10. How should I prepare my own data file? 

NCA presumes that the data in your data file (input file) are organized in a similar way as is 

commonly used in data files, for example SPSS data files. Rows correspond to cases (except 

for the first row, which can be a header with variable names; these names will appear in the 

plots and other NCA output). Columns correspond to variables (except for the first column, 

which can be row names). 

A common data file type is .csv (e.g., an Excel file saved as .csv
3
). Missing data in a .csv file 

must be an empty cell (do not use NA, 999 or other symbols). Other data file types than .csv 

are possible as well. Examples include SPSS (.sav), Stata (.dta), and SAS (.xpt). See a general 

R-manual for instructions about how to import these other types of data files in R (many R 

manuals can be found on internet).  

  

                                                             
3
 Depending on the region and language settings of your computer, your Excel program uses decimal points or 

decimal commas, and the separator in the csv file uses is a comma or a semi-colon, respectively. In this guide it 

is presumed that you have decimal points and comma separators.  
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Data file of nca.example (.csv) 

 
 

 

 

11. How can I load my data file? 

Load your .csv data file (if it contains a header and row names) as follows: 

data <- read.csv("mydata.csv", row.names = 1) 

After this instruction your data is a data object known as “data”. 

If your dataset has no row names you type:  

data <- read.csv("mydata.csv") 

and the rows will be identified on screen with a number from 1 to N. 

If your dataset has no header (and no row names) you can type: 

data <- read.csv("mydata.csv", header = FALSE) 

and the columns will be identified on screen with a number from 1 to the total number of 

variables. 

For loading an SPSS data file (.sav) (no header): 

 library("foreign") 

 data <- read.spss("mydata.sav", to.data.frame = TRUE) 

For more information on loading SPSS data: 

 ?read.spss 
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IV. Run NCA 

 

12. How can I run a basic NCA analysis? 

After the data are loaded you can run NCA by specifying the name of the data object (e.g., 

“data” if you have named your data as such) followed by the specification of  one or more x-

variables (the condition(s) or independent variable(s)) and one y variable (the outcome or 

dependent variable). A variable can be specified by its column numbers (index) or variable 

name (column name). For the nca.example data file the first and second columns are the 

independent variables “Individualism” and “Risk taking”, respectively. The third column is 

the dependent variable “Innovation performance”.  You can run NCA for Individualism (x) 

and Innovation performance (y) by specifying the dataset (here the dataset nca.example is 

renamed as “data”), and the column numbers of the variables: 

nca(data, 1,3) 

This is the core instruction of NCA.  

Note that after loading a dataset spaces in names of columns or rows are changed into a dot 

“.”. For example, the third column name in the csv data file is “Innovation performance”, 

whereas the name after this file is loaded in R is changed into “Innovation.perfomance”. In 

the remainder of this guide we use the names as loaded in R (hence with a dot). In the NCA 

package and in this guide, when variable names or other object names created by the user are 

built from separate words, a dot “.” connects the words (e.g., “nca.analysis” is a user defined 

object). An underscore (“_”) is used to connect words in functions that are part for the 

package (e.g., “nca_analysis” is a function). 

Instead of using the column numbers to identify the variables you can also use the variable 

names, enclosed by quotation marks ("): 

nca(data, "Individualism", "Innovation.performance") 

As a result the following NCA output is printed on the console: 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Effect size(s): 
              ce_fdh cr_fdh 
Individualism  0.416  0.307 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 

The printed output shows per independent variable (Individualism) the necessary condition 

effect size for two different ceiling line techniques. These are the default ceiling lines: the step 

function CE-FDH (Ceiling Envelopment – Free Disposal Hull) in red and the straight line 

CR-FDH (Ceiling Regression – Free Disposal Hull) in orange. The step ceiling line should be 

used when the data and underlying phenomenon are discrete with limited number of levels, 

and a straight ceiling line could be selected when the data and underlying phenomenon are 

discrete with a large number of levels, or continuous.     

Another output is an xy-scatter plot that is displayed in the plots window.  
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The scatter plot shows the selected ceiling lines: the two default ceiling lines (red and orange), 

and the OLS regression line through the middle of the data. If the effect size is greater than 

zero, there is an empty area in the upper-left corner of the scatter plot, which is an indication 

of the presence of a necessary condition. The necessary condition effect size (d) is the 

proportion of the scope above the ceiling: d = C/S. It ranges from 0 to 1 (0 ≤ d ≤ 1). The effect 

size indicates to what extent the condition is necessary for the outcome.  In other words: to 

what extent the condition constrains the outcome, and the outcome is constrained by the 

condition. Hence, the effect size is the size of the empty zone relative to the total xy-zone 

where data can be expected (scope). 

13. What is a general benchmark for the effect size? 

 “An effect size can be valued as important or not, depending on the context. A given effect 

size can be small in one context and large in another. General qualifications for the size of an 

effect as ‘small,’ ‘medium,’ or ‘large’ are therefore disputable. If, nevertheless, a researcher 

wishes to have a general benchmark for necessary condition effect size, I would offer 0 < d < 

0.1 as a ‘small effect,’ 0.1 ≤ d < 0.3 as a ‘medium effect,’ 0.3 ≤ d < 0.5 as a ‘large effect,’ and 

d ≥ 0.5 as a ‘very large effect’.”(Dul, 2016, p.30). 

14. How can I run a basic NCA analysis with multiple conditions? 

You can perform an NCA analysis with two or more conditions (x), but always with only one 

outcome (y) at the same time. This is the multivariate NCA. In the NCA instruction for 

multivariate NCA the conditions (x variables) are specified as a vector (a list of variables) by 

using R’s symbol for a vector which is a “c” (combine). For example when running a 

multivariate NCA with Individualism (x1) in the first column of the dataset, Risk.taking(x2) in 

the second column, and Innovation.performance (y) in the third column, the NCA instruction 

is: 

nca(data,c(1,2),3) 

Alternatively you can use the variable names, enclosed by quotation marks ("): 

nca(data,c("Individualism","Risk.taking"),"Innovation.perf

ormance") 
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Yet another alternative is to identify the range of successive columns of conditions    

nca(data,c(1:2),3) 

Now the following NCA output is printed on the console: 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Effect size(s): 
              ce_fdh cr_fdh 
Individualism  0.416  0.307 
Risk.taking    0.309  0.282 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 

The output in the plots window consists now of two scatter plots, one for Individualism, and 

one for Risk.taking. You can switch between the scatter plots by using the arrows in the plots 

window.   

15. How can I run a basic NCA analysis with different ceiling lines? 

The default ceiling lines are CE-FDH (step function) and CR-FDH (straight line). With the 

option “ceilings” other ceiling lines can be selected. For example, the ceiling line QR 

(Quantile Regression) can be selected, together with the two default ceiling lines (using a 

vector with the names of the ceiling lines) as follows: 

nca(data,c(1:2),3,ceilings=c("ce_fdh", "cr_fdh", 

"ce_vrs")) 

 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Effect size(s): 
              ce_vrs ce_fdh cr_fdh 
Individualism 0.255  0.416  0.307  
Risk taking   0.181  0.309  0.282  
-------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
The scatterplots show the three ceiling lines: 

  
 

16. How is the OLS line presented in the scatter plot?    

Note that the above scatter plots do not show the OLS regression line. Although this line is 

not a ceiling line it can be included in the above scatter plots as a reference line (no NCA 

parameters are calculated for it) using the instruction:  

nca(data,c(1:2),3,ceilings=c("ce_fdh", "cr_fdh", 

"ce_vrs", "ols")) 

 

17. How can I run an advanced NCA analysis? 

The instruction for running an advanced NCA analysis is:  
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nca_analysis (data, 1, 3) 

 

This instruction does not return visible output. Instead it provides the comment: 

Use nca_output for displaying the output of nca_analysis 
 

Preferably the analysis is given a specific name, for example “model” to suggest that 

“Individualism” is necessary for “Innovation.performance: 

model <- nca_analysis (data,1,3) 

 

Now no output nor comment is displayed but the object “model” can be used for further 

analysis and production of specific output.  

 

18. How can I get output from an advanced NCA analysis with nca_analysis? 

With the instruction “nca_output” the user can get output of an advanced NCA analysis. 

It consists of three parts: 

“summaries”: presents the summaries of data and NCA parameters 

“ plots” presents the plots in the plot screen 

“bottlenecks” presents the bottleneck tables   

 

19. How can I get the “summaries” output from an advanced NCA analysis with 

nca_analysis? 

 

“nca_output” presents the “summaries” output as follows: 

 
nca_output(model) 

or: 
nca_output(model, summaries=TRUE) 

 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
NCA Parameters : Individualism - Innovation.performance 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
                                 
Number of observations    28     
Scope                  15564     
Xmin                      18.0   
Xmax                      91.0   
Ymin                       1.2   
Ymax                     214.4   
 
                   ce_fdh    cr_fdh 
Ceiling zone     6466.800  4772.541 
Effect size         0.416     0.307 
# above             0         2     
Accuracy         100%     92.9%     
                                    
Slope                         2.230 
Intercept                    28.353 
Abs. ineff.      3000.300  6018.517 
Rel. ineff.        19.278    38.670 
Condition ineff.    0.000    10.383 
Outcome ineff.     19.278    31.565 

 

The “summaries” output starts with 6 lines of basic information (“global” see below) about 

the dataset (“Number of observations”, “Scope”, “Xmin”, “Xmax”, “Ymin”, and “Ymax”). 

“Scope” refers to the empirical area of possible X-Y combinations, given the minimum and 
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maximum observed X and Y values. The next 10 lines present the NCA parameters (“param”, 

see below) for each of the selected ceiling techniques (the defaults techniques are CE-FDH 

and CR-FDH). The 10 printed NCA parameters are “Ceiling zone”, which is the size of the 

“empty” area in the upper-left corner, “Effect size”, which is the ceiling zone divided by the 

scope, “# above”, which is the number of observations that are above the ceiling line, and 

hence in the “empty” ceiling zone, “Accuracy”, which is the number of observations on or 

below the ceiling line divided by the total number of observations and multiplied by 100%, 

“Slope” and “Intercept”, which are the slope and the intercept of the straight ceiling line (no 

values are printed if the ceiling line is not a straight line, but a step function), “Abs. ineff.”, 

which is the total xy-space where x does not constrain y, and y is not constrained by x, “Rel. 

ineff.”, which is the total xy-space where x does not constrain y, and y is not constrained by x 

as percentage of the scope, “Condition ineff.”, which is the condition inefficiency that 

indicates for which range of x (as a percentage of the total range) x does not constrain y (i.e., 

there is no ceiling line in that x-range), and “Outcome ineff.”, which is the outcome efficiency 

that indicates for which range of y (as a percentage of the total range of y) y is not constrained 

by x (i.e., there is no ceiling line in that y-range). 

20. How can I get the “plots” output from an advanced NCA analysis with 

nca_analysis? 

 

“nca_output” presents the “plots” output as follows: 
 

nca_output(model, summaries=FALSE, plots=TRUE) 

 

The output is shown in the plots window.  

21. How can I get the “bottlenecks” output from an advanced NCA analysis with 

nca_analysis? 

 

The bottleneck table can be shown with “nca_output” as follows: 

 
nca_output(model, summaries=FALSE, bottlenecks=TRUE) 

 

There is one bottleneck table for each ceiling line (only the bottleneck table for the CR-FDH 

ceiling is displayed below): 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Bottleneck CR-FDH (cutoff = 0) 
Y Innovation.performance (percentage.range) 
1 Individualism          (percentage.range) 
--------------------------------------------------------------Y    1    
0   NN      
10  NN      
20  NN      
30  NN    
40  11.0  
50  24.1  
60  37.2  
70  50.3  
80  63.4  
90  76.5  
100 89.6  
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The bottleneck table shows for which level of y, which level of x is necessary. This is another 

interpretation of the ceiling line. The bottleneck table is particularly useful in multivariate 

NCA (see below) for finding bottleneck levels of x (the conditions) for a given level of y (the 

outcome). For example for a model with two necessary conditions: 

model <- nca_analysis (data,c(1,2),3) 

nca_output(model, summaries=FALSE, bottlenecks=TRUE) 

 

This results in the following output on the console (for the CR-FDH ceiling line only): 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Bottleneck CR-FDH (cutoff = 0) 
Y Innovation.performance (percentage.range) 
1 Individualism          (percentage.range) 
2 Risk.taking            (percentage.range) 
-------------------------------------------------------------- 
Y    1    2    
0   NN   NN   
10  NN   NN   
20  NN   NN   
30  NN   8.0  
40  11.0 17.1 
50  24.1 26.2 
60  37.2 35.2 
70  50.3 44.3 
80  63.4 53.4 
90  76.5 62.4 
100 89.6 71.5 

 

By default the y values in the bottleneck table (first column) are expressed as percentage of 

the range of (observed) values (0%= lowest observed value, 100% is highest observed, 50% is 

in the middle of the lowest and highest observed values). The other columns are the 

corresponding values of the independent variables according to the ceiling line (also 

expressed as percentage of the range). The bottleneck table can be read horizontally (by row) 

as follows. For a given (desired) value of the dependent variable (in the first column) it shows 

the minimum required values of the independent variables (in the next columns). Hence, in 

nca.example according to the CR-FDH ceiling line, for an Innovation.performance level of 

80%, the necessary level of Individualism is 63.4% and the necessary level of Risk.taking is 

53.4%. At 30% for y, only one x is necessary and at 20% none of the independent variables is 

necessary (NN). Usually, when the dependent variable increases from 0% to 100%, more 

independent variables become necessary, and required levels of the independent variables 

become higher. The values of the y and x variables in the bottleneck table can be changed 

from the defaults setting of nca_analysis (see below).  

22. How can I obtain output as pdf files? 

Three pdf files of the output of an NCA analysis can be stored in the working directory as 

follows: 

nca_output(model, plots=TRUE, summaries=TRUE, 

bottlenecks=TRUE, pdf=TRUE) 

 

The files: “bottlenecks.Innovation.performance.pdf” contains the bottleneck tables for the 

outcome Innovation.performance, and “summary.Individualism-Innovation.performance.pdf” 

and “summary.Risk.taking-Innovation.performance.pdf” contains the output of the summaries 

for each condition. Similarly, the files plot.Individualism-Innovation.performance.pdf” and 

“plot.Risk.taking-Innovation.performance.pdf” contains the output of the plots for each 

condition. 
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The pdf output can also be directed to a specific existing folder (e.g., MyNCA) by providing 

the folder name and the path to that folder, as follows:  

nca_output(model, plots=TRUE, summaries=TRUE, 

bottlenecks=TRUE, pdf=TRUE, path="C:/Data/MyNCA") 

 

23. How can I change the default settings of nca_analysis? 

The default setting of the NCA analysis can be changed by changing the arguments below. 

For instructions see the R manual for NCA (type ?nca in R).   

 
nca_analysis(data, x, y, ceilings=c("ols", "ce_fdh", 

"cr_fdh"), flip.x=FALSE, flip.y=FALSE, scope=NULL, 

weighting=FALSE, bottleneck.x="percentage.range", 

bottleneck.y="percentage.range", steps=10, step.size=NULL, 

cutoff=0) 

 

24. How can I select a specific parameter for further analysis? 

The output of nca_analysis is stored in three lists of data frames (plots, summaries and 

bottlenecks). “plots” can be used for customizing plots (see below) and from the “summaries” 

data frames several NCA parameters can be selected. The summaries data frame for 

Individualism can be printed on the console as follows: 

model$summaries[["Individualism"]] 

This data frame consists of a vector “global” with the descriptive data of the dataset, a matrix 

“params” with the NCA parameters for two ceiling techniques, and a vector “names” with the 

names of the x and y variables. For example, the scope can be selected by: 

model$summaries[["Individualism"]]$global[2] 

The name of the y-variable can be selected by: 

model$summaries[["Individualism"]]$names[2] 

The value of the ceiling zone for the CR-FDH ceiling techniques can be selected by: 

model$summaries[["Individualism"]]$params[2,2] 

Further analysis of a value is possible by giving a name to the output, for example: 

The value of the ceiling zone for the CR-FDH ceiling techniques can be selected by: 

effect<- model$summaries[["Individualism"]]$params[2,2] 

and the result can be printed as follows:  

effect 

Having a name connected to an outcome allows for further analysis, for example:  

 

half.effect<- effect/2 

half.effect 
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25. How can I change the NCA output plot? 

Before running nca_output,  plots can be customized by changing the point type, line 

types, line colors (for each ceiling line separately) and line width (for all ceiling lines).  

For instance, this will change the line color for the CE-FDH line to blue : 

line.colors["ce_fdh"] <- "blue" 

Run the output command with just the plots to see the effect: 

nca_output(model, plots=TRUE, bottlenecks=FALSE, 

summaries=FALSE) 

Reset the one line color to default type:  

  line.colors["ce_fdh"] <- NULL 

Reset all line colors to default type:  

line.colors <- NULL 

If you want to change the point type you can type for example: 

point.type <- 22 

nca_output(model, plots=TRUE, bottlenecks=FALSE, 

summaries=FALSE) 

 

For all options see line.colors, line.types, line.width and point.type in the NCA manual or 

type: 

?point.type 

?line.colors 

?line.types 

?line.width 

 

26. How can I further customize the NCA output plot? (for advanced users)  

You  may further want change the NCA output plot (the scatter plot with the ceiling line) 

to fit it to your personal preferences, or to conform to specific publication standards (e.g., 

black-white, thicker lines). More advanced R users can get more control over the plot by 

downloading a script from: 

https://stash.ict.eur.nl/projects/NCA/repos/public/browse/display_plot.R?raw 

Save the file to display_plot.R and adjust to your liking. 

Adjust and source the script, and then plot the output for the first independent variable: 

   source('display_plot.R') 

   display_plot(model$plots[[1]]) 

      And for the second independent variable:   

   display_plot(model$plots[[2]]) 

https://stash.ict.eur.nl/projects/NCA/repos/public/browse/display_plot.R?raw
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27. How can I save an NCA plot? 

A produced plot can be saved by using the “Export” in the plot window. 

 

28. How can I complement NCA with QCA 

See Appendix 2. 

29. Where can I get more information about the NCA methodology? 

For general information about NCA  can be found here: http://www.erim.nl/nca 

Details about the NCA methodology can be found in Dul, J. (2016) Necessary Condition 

Analysis (NCA). Logic and Methodology of 'Necessary but not Sufficient' causality. 

Organizational Research Methods 19(1), 10-52 (http://orm.sagepub.com/content/19/1/10).  

 

30. Where can I get more  information about the NCA R package? 

A quick start guide for the Package ‘NCA’ – R can be found here: 

http://repub.eur.nl/pub/78323/ or http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2624981 

The technical user manual for Package ‘NCA’ – R can be downloaded from: http://cran.r-

project.org/web/packages/NCA/NCA.pdf 

More information about NCA and its R package can be obtained from the author 

(jdul@rsm.nl) and the maintainer (buijs@rsm.nl). 

  

http://www.erim.nl/nca
http://orm.sagepub.com/content/19/1/10
http://repub.eur.nl/pub/78323/
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2624981
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/NCA/NCA.pdf
http://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/NCA/NCA.pdf
mailto:jdul@rsm.nl
mailto:buijs@rsm.nl
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APPENDIX 1: A short introduction to Necessary Condition Analysis 

 

1. What is Necessary Condition Analysis? 

Necessary Condition Analysis (NCA) is a approach and data analysis technique to identify 

necessary (but not sufficient) conditions in datasets. Instead of drawing a regression line 

“through the middle of the data” in an XY-plot, NCA draws the ceiling line: (nearly) all 

observations are below the ceiling line, and there are (almost) no observations above the 

ceiling line. The ceiling line tells which level of X (the independent variable) is necessary, but 

not sufficient, for a given level of Y (the dependent variable).  

 

2. Why are necessary conditions important? 

Identifying necessary conditions is relevant for research and practice: without the right level 

of the condition the outcome of interest will not occur. Therefore the necessary condition can 

be a bottleneck for having the outcome. If the necessary condition is not present there will be 

no outcome. A student will not be admitted to a graduate program if the GRE test score is too 

low; AIDS will not develop without HIV; no creativity without intelligence; no salesman’s 

sales success without a learning attitude; no highly cited methodological paper without 

practical recommendations, and no Caesar salad without croutons. These are just a few 

examples (discussed in Dul (2016)) that show that necessary conditions are very common, 

and very relevant. The absence of a necessary condition cannot be compensated by other 

conditions: It makes no sense to add more Parmesan if croutons are missing. Although the 

absence of a necessary conditions produces failure, the presence of the necessary condition 

does not produce success. The condition is necessary, but not sufficient. 

 

3. What are the benefits of NCA? 

Necessary conditions are widespread in the social and other sciences, but their presence 

cannot be detected with traditional data analysis techniques, such as regression analysis. 

NCA provides a new tool to analyse data, and to better understand causal relationships. 

Identifying necessary conditions is relevant for practice because without the right level of the 

condition the outcome of interest will not occur. Editors and reviewers of papers that use 

NCA may appreciate such papers because of three potential additional contributions: 

 Application of a novel data analysis technique. 

 New substantive insights. 

 Practical relevance. 

 

4. Is NCA a substitute or complement of other data analysis techniques? 

NCA complements other techniques because it provides different insights. Traditional 

regression based techniques
4
 presume additive logic: each independent variable is sufficient, 

but not necessary for contributing to the dependent variable (i.e., independent variables can 

compensate for each other). Regression informs us (via the regression coefficient), how much 

an independent variable on average increases the dependent variable. NCA focuses on 

necessary but not sufficient conditions. NCA informs us if an (increase of) an outcome will 

not happen if one of the independent variables is a bottleneck (has too low value). NCA also 

differs from, and complements, Fuzzy Set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (fsQCA). 

FsQCA focuses on sufficient but not necessary configurations. Furthermore, fsQCA’s 

analysis of necessity is too crude too identify all necessary conditions (see Appendix 2). 

   

                                                             
4 Examples include correlation, (multiple) ordinary least squares (OLS) regression, piecewise linear regression, 

moderation analysis, mediation analysis, structural equation modeling (SEM), partial least squares (PLS), etc. 
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5. Where can I find more information about NCA? 

The logic and methodology of NCA is described in: Dul, J. (2016) Necessary Condition 

Analysis (NCA). Logic and Methodology of 'Necessary but not Sufficient' causality. 

Organizational Research Methods 19(1), 10-52 (http://orm.sagepub.com/content/19/1/10)  

 

6. How can I observe if there are necessary conditions in a data set? 

Necessary conditions can be observed from a scatter plot of X and Y. It is presumed that a 

causal relationship between X and Y is plausible (e.g. by theoretical argumentation). The 

presence of an empty zone in the upper left hand corner of the XY-plot suggests that X may 

be necessary (but not sufficient) for Y (with the convention that the X-axis is “horizontal” and 

the Y-axis is “vertical” and that values increase “upwards” and “to the right”). X may be 

necessary for Y (the ceiling line representing the upper-left border line of the data) even if on 

average X has no effect on Y (the regression line through the middle of the data), see figures 

below.  

 

  
 

 

7. How can the NCA software package help to identify necessary conditions?  

The NCA software package does three main things: 
 It draws ceiling lines with different techniques.  

 It quantifies several parameters (including the “effect size”) for interpretation of the 

necessary condition. 

 It makes a “bottleneck table” to indicate which (level of) X is the bottleneck for a 

given level of Y. This is particularly useful when there are several X’s. If one X is a 

bottleneck, other X’s cannot compensate for it. 
  

http://orm.sagepub.com/content/19/1/10
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APPENDIX 2: How to use NCA with QCA 

8. How can NCA complement fsQCA? 

Fuzzy Set Qualitative Comparative Analysis (fsQCA) is an approach and data analysis 

technique to identify sufficient but not necessary configurations (a configuration is a group of 

single conditions). QCA normally starts with the identification of single necessary conditions, 

because single necessary conditions must be part of any sufficient configuration, otherwise 

the configuration does not produce the outcome. However, fsQCA barely finds single 

necessary conditions. NCA is more refined to do so. For complementing QCA, NCA can be 

applied to QCA’s data set of “membership scores” (values representing the extent to which a 

case is a member of a set, e.g., the set of countries with high innovation performance).  For 

that purpose the data set of original scores (“raw scores” in QCA-language) must be 

transformed (“calibrated” in QCA language) to set membership scores.  

9. How QCA transforms original data into membership scores? 

Each variable must be transformed into set membership. QCA uses two steps for this 

transformation: 

 Selecting three values of the variable (“anchor points”, or “thresholds”) that represent 

(1) membership that is “fully out of the set”, (2) membership that is at the “cross-over 

point”, and (3) membership that is “fully in of the set”.  

 Selecting a membership function for each variable to transform variable values into set 

membership scores. 

Several techniques exist to select the thresholds. Data-driven calibration techniques are based 

on the empirical distribution of the data. Scale-driven techniques are based on anchor points 

of the measurement scale. Qualitative calibration techniques are based on theory and the 

qualitative knowledge of the researcher. Also for selecting the form of the membership 

function there are several alternatives, including logistic, quadratic, linear, etc.  

10. How to install and load QCA in R for perfoming transformation? 

Transformation can be done by R package for QCA, for example QCApro URL:http://cran.r-

project.org/package=QCApro). QCApro can be installed and loaded (activated) as follows:  

install.packages("QCApro", dependencies=TRUE)  

library ("QCApro") 

 

Information on the package can be obtained via: 

?QCApro 

For details on the transformation type:  

?calibrate 

11. How to perform data-driven transformation select? 

A simple way to perform the first step of the transformation of the data is to use data-driven 

transformation based on the empirical distribution of the variable values. For example for all 

three variables the 10
th
 percentile, the 50

th
 percentile and the 90

th
 percentile of the variable can 

be selected as the threshold values for “fully out the set”, the “cross-over point”, and “fully in 

of the set”, respectively. This applies to the example dataset as follows: 

data(nca.example) 

http://cran.r-project.org/package=QCA
http://cran.r-project.org/package=QCA
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data <- nca.example 

thx1 <- quantile(data[,1], c(0.10,0.50,0.90)) 

thx2 <- quantile(data[,2], c(0.10,0.50,0.90)) 

thy <- quantile(data[,3], c(0.10,0.50,0.90)) 

 

 

12. How to perform the logistic transformation of the data? 

The transformation of the variables with a logistic function is the most commonly used 

transformation (because it is embedded in Ragin’s software “fsQCA”). The logistic 

transformation with the above thresholds can be performed as follows: 
x1T <- calibrate(data[,1],type="fuzzy", thresholds= 

c(thx1[1], thx1[2], thx1[3]),logistic = TRUE, idm = 0.953) 

x2T <- calibrate(data[,2], type="fuzzy", thresholds = 

c(thx2[1], thx2[2], thx2[3]), logistic = TRUE, idm = 

0.953) 

yT <- calibrate(data[,3], type="fuzzy", thresholds = 

c(thy[1], thy[2], thy[3]), logistic = TRUE, idm = 0.953) 

 

13. How to construct a logistic transformed dataset? 

The transformed dataset can be constructed and stored in the working directory as follows: 
 dataT <- cbind (x1T,x2T,yT) 

 rownames(dataT) <- rownames(data) 

 colnames(dataT) <- colnames(data) 

dataT <- as.data.frame(dataT) 

14. How to show the results of the logistic transformation of data? 

The transformation can be shown on screen as a plot of the membership function for each 

variable: 
plot(data[,1], dataT[,1], ylab="Membership score", 

xlab="Original score", main="x1T") 

plot(data[,2], dataT[,2], ylab="Membership score", 

xlab="Original score", main="x2T") 

plot(data[,3], dataT[,3], ylab="Membership score", 

xlab="Original score", main="yT") 

 

15. How to run NCA with the logistic transformed dataset? 

Run the NCA with the logistic transformed dataset as follows: 
nca(dataT,c(1,2),3) 

 

Effect size(s): 
              ce_fdh cr_fdh 
Individualism 0.108  0.140  
Risk taking   0.070  0.197 
 

The effect of this (and similar) transformations of the original data set is that in the XY scatter 

plot the observations (cases) are moved from the middle to the corners. Then effect sizes of 

necessary conditions are reduced because the “empty” zone in the upper left corner of the 

scatter plot is filled with more cases. The choice of the logistic function is one of the reasons 

of the move of scores from the middle to the corners. The use of the logistic function is an 

arbitrary choice, and other membership functions could be selected as well. Normally, with a 

linear transformation (such as the “standardized” transformation, see below) higher effect 
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sizes and therefore more necessary conditions may be found than with a logistic 

transformation. 

16. How to run NCA with a “standardized” (minimally transformed) dataset? 

If the original data are valid, the variables can be minimally transformed to obtain 

membership scores. Then NCA (and QCA) can be done with a “standardized” dataset. For a 

“standardized” transformation of a variable the thresholds are selected on the basis of the 

observed lowest value (“fully out of the set”) and observed highest value (“fully in of the 

set”), with the cross-over point in the middle between these values. Then a linear membership 

function is selected such that original scores are standardized in the range between 0 and 1, 

corresponding to membership scores. 

17. How to perform the standardized transformation? 
x1S <- 1-((max(data[,1])- data[,1]) / (max(data[,1])-

min(data[,1]))) 

x2S <- 1-((max(data[,2])- data[,2]) / (max(data[,2])-

min(data[,2]))) 

yS <- 1-((max(data[,3])- data[,3]) / (max(data[,3])-

min(data[,3]))) 

 

18. How to construct a standardized transformed dataset? 
dataS <- cbind(x1S,x2S,yS) 

 rownames(dataS) <- rownames(data) 

 colnames(dataS) <- colnames(data) 

dataS <- as.data.frame(dataS) 

19. How to show the results of the standardized transformation of data? 
plot(data[,1], dataS[,1], ylab="Membership score", 

xlab="Original score", main="x1S") 

plot(data[,2], dataS[,2], ylab="Membership score", 

xlab="Original score", main="x2S") 

plot(data[,3], dataS[,3], ylab="Membership score", 

xlab="Original score", main="yS") 

 

20. How to compare the standard transformation with the logistic transformation? 
plot(data[,1], dataS[,1], ylab="Membership score", 

xlab="Original score", main="x1") 

points(data[,1], dataT[,1]) 

plot(data[,2], dataS[,2], ylab="Membership score", 

xlab="Original score", main="x2") 

points(data[,2], dataT[,2]) 

plot(data[,3], dataS[,3], ylab="Membership score", 

xlab="Original score", main="y") 

points(data[,3], dataT[,3]) 

 

21. How to run NCA with the standardized transformed dataset? 
nca(dataS,c(1,2),3) 

 
Effect size(s): 
              ce_fdh cr_fdh 
Individualism  0.416  0.307 
Risk.taking    0.309  0.282 
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22. How to run QCA necessity analysis with the logistic transformed dataset? 

For running the necessity analysis in QCA the condition names should be short. For the 

nca.example: I = Individualism,  R=Risk taking, P=Innovation performance. In the QCA 

output incl. is the necessity consistency level. According to QCA a condition can be 

considered necessary of the necessity consistency level is at least 0.85.  

colnames(dataT)<- c("I","R","P") 

superSubset(dataT, outcome = "P", incl.cut = 0, cov.cut = 

0) 

 

r  0.4517360 
R  0.7503575 
i  0.5005499 
I  0.7455182 
ir 0.3524598 
iR 0.3763217 
Ir 0.3424988 
IR 0.6391904 

 

This output shows consistency levels (incl.) of I and R (as well as for absence of R(“r”) and 

absence of I (“i”) and several combinations). With the logistic transformation and a 

consistency level of 0.85 QCA does not find that I and R are necessary.  

23. How to run QCA necessity analysis with the standardized transformed dataset? 
colnames(dataS)<- c("I","R","P") 

superSubset(dataS, outcome = "P",incl.cut = 0, cov.cut = 

0) 

 

        incl 
r  0.6136075 
R  0.8397472 
i  0.5096096 
I  0.8913648 
ir 0.4416848 
iR 0.4568373 
Ir 0.5464516 
IR 0.8020176 

 

With the standard transformation the necessity consistency levels are higher than for logistic 

transformation and with a threshold of 0.85, QCA finds that I is necessary and R is not 

necessary.  


